Unique degree courses
You want to study the future? You’re in the right place. MecklenburgVorpommern’s universities offer innovative and unique degree courses for
several future-oriented fields – including high-tech, the environment, biology
or medicine. Whether it’s Aquaculture, Medical Biotechnology or Energy and
Resource-Efficient Technologies – your knowledge of tomorrow’s world can
be found in MV!

UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
GÜSTROW

UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
STRALSUND

UAS Güstrow is the federal state’s university of applied sciences for future publicsector employees, providing its graduates with excellent opportunities: Having
gained degrees in the fields of public administration, law enforcement or administration of justice, nearly all of them will be taken on by one of the federal state’s
authorities. The practical study periods make it possible to get to know more
about the future field of profession during studies. The short distances on campus
apply not only to the physical distances between the dorms and lecture halls,
library or modern police training facilities, but also to the accessibility of teaching
staff. The relaxed atmosphere and excellent student supervision contribute to the
high success rate at the end of studies.

UAS Stralsund has its roots in electrical and mechanical engineering, computer
sciences, and business studies, providing a unique range of study opportunities such
as Motorsport Engineering, Leisure & Tourism Management, Renewable Energy or
IT Security and Mobile Systems. The young and innovative campus-university attracts
students with its modern equipment, excellent student-staff ratio and top position in
rankings. The UAS cooperates with numerous regional and international businesses,
maintaining a large network of partners all over the world. As studying is a big deal,
but not everything, the campus provides various leisure activities. Last but not least,
the nearest sandy beach with a view to Rügen, Germany‘s largest island, is just a
five-minute walk from campus.

www.fh-guestrow.de
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Maritime expertise
You’re drawn to the coast? Thanks to their geographic locations, the universities
in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern are brilliantly suited for research related to the sea.
Various degree courses such as Baltic Management Studies or Operation and
Management of Maritime Systems train experts for future careers in maritime
fields.

UNIVERSITY OF
APPLIED SCIENCES
NEUBRANDENBURG

Multicultural campuses
You want to find new friends? Of course. Students from all over the globe study
at Mecklenburg-Vorpommern’s universities. Young adults from more than 100
nations and all over Germany come here to study.

Modern equipment
You wish to work with state-of-the-art technology? The universities are
equipped with cutting-edge technology, which when combined with the high
standards of teaching, create ideal surroundings for future experts.
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© UAS Güstrow

You would like close contact to members of the teaching staff? No problem.
Our universities have one professor for every 50 students. That puts MecklenburgVorpommern in pole position in the national ranking.

© UAS Güstrow

Good supervision
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Nature, health, nutrition: UAS Neubrandenburg teaches and investigates
defining features of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in unique practice-oriented
degree courses such as Food Technology, Geoinformatics and Early Education,
which are complemented by an excellent student-staff ratio and modern
equipment. Cross-disciplinary work facilitates solutions to problems and
broaden the horizon of individual disciplines. Professors and students know
and greet each other on the campus and work together hand in hand. Students
appreciate the short distances, the close vicinity to Neubrandenburg’s town
centre and the picturesque rural surroundings. They meet up on their stand-up
paddles on nearby Lake Tollense or at the water-skiing park on Lake Reitbahn.
www.hs-nb.de/en

www.hochschule-stralsund.de/en
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GOOD REASONS TO
STUDY IN MV
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© University of Greifswald

ROSTOCK UNIVERSITY OF
MUSIC AND DRAMA
Music, singing, acting, teacher-training for music and drama – there is a wide variety
of artistic and teaching degree courses on offer at the Rostock University of Music
and Drama (hmt). hmt is particularly popular due to good student supervision and
the many opportunities given to students to perform on stage. Partnerships with
theatre companies, orchestras and schools make it possible for students to gain
extensive practical experience from the very beginning. hmt students amaze and
enthral their audiences over and over again at more than 300 annual events.
The atmospheric and inspiring ambience of the university complex that was once
a Franciscan monastery provides a perfect setting.
www.hmt-rostock.de/en
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Neubrandenburg

Teaching and research at the University of Greifswald date back more than 560 years.
The University remains conscious of its history, but has now evolved into a modern,
internationally-oriented research university with five faculties. Health and prevention,
environment and climate, energy and raw materials, and the opportunities and risks
of globalisation are at the centre of academic interest. Lots of young adults from all
over Germany and more than 90 countries worldwide study more than 100 degree
courses. Greifswald is one of Germany’s youngest towns and benefits from its position
right next to the Baltic Sea and its maritime atmosphere. Greifswald is a town of short
distances and known throughout Germany as a cycling town, where you can get from
A to B in the blink of an eye.
www.uni-greifswald.de/en
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UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
WISMAR
Strong ties to scientific and business partners, practice-oriented, family-friendly: UAS
Wismar profits from its networking events, practice-oriented courses and the nearby
childcare facilities. Wismar’s students learn just how closely related design, technology
and business are. The university is not far from the historic Old Town, which was added
to UNESCO’s list of world heritage sites in 2002. But not only fans of Brick Gothic
architecture will be impressed by Wismar. The big attraction in summer is of course the
Baltic Sea; furthermore, dedicated students put on the annual ‘CampusOpenAir Wismar’
to kick off the winter semester in style.
www.hs-wismar.de/en
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Wismar

© UAS Wismar
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www.uni-rostock.de/en

© University of Rostock
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The University of Rostock was founded in 1419, and thus is the oldest university in
the Baltic Sea region, which functioned as a location for learning and research more
than 70 years before Columbus discovered America! The history lends weight and
credibility of tradition whilst various modern buildings, including the new campus for
engineering and natural sciences, the library and the Mensa (cafeteria) reflect the
university‘s flair for innovation. The University of Rostock offers an unusually broad
range of subjects, from agricultural and environmental sciences, engineering/
computer sciences, mathematics/natural sciences, medicine/life sciences, languages/
humanities, economics/social sciences to law and teacher training. The university
regularly places well in national rankings, and with approximately 14,000 students
there is a vibrant atmosphere in Rostock – the city by the sea.

© Rostock University of Music and Drama

UNIVERSITY OF ROSTOCK

Stralsund
Rostock
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